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METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION
The world has witnessed a major population shift to urban
areas over the past few decades.
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Buildings play a significant role in driving the urban demand
and supply of energy. Research conducted in the urban
buildings sector indicates that there is a considerable
potential to achieve significant reductions in energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.
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At the large scale, individual building analysis is often
difficult due to lack of data availability and users’ privacy
issues. Hence, archetypes development is a common
approach for individual building analysis at energy and
emission reductions are possible through building energy
analysis at a local level. Moreover, energy planning is often
implemented at the national level and thus, is not effectively
addressed within local or regional level planning structures.
Therefore, local authorities are not wholly informed when
making energy efficient decisions are strategic level in their
locality. One of the most promising solutions is to improve
the energy efficiency in buildings with limited information,
which can be accomplished by using energy
modelling.
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The research conducted is identifies a generalized methodology for GIS-based district energy modelling
using bottom up approach. The modelling results help in the identification of energy efficient areas from
the inefficient ones in the district. Furthermore, GIS-based modelling will aid the local authorities or city
planners to identify priority areas for implementing energy efficiency measures and further improve
sustainable energy policy decisions. The future work might also include the 3D-based GIS modelling using
CityGML.

Geographical division of
a city into different areas
and each local authority
constitutes a number of
districts.
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CONCLUSIONS

The district constitutes a group of
small areas
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